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prez-avello is obviously aware of the philo-separhardi work, since one of her sources
is gumaras last page. yet it is the aspect of the ladino-speaking world that she
attributes to pulido that allows her to use him as a consistent source for her text.
when jos learns the bible story of joseph and his brothers, jos proposes to learn
ladino as a means of understanding this story, since, in his eyes, the bible, like the
community and the language, is lacking. to jos, the language means as much as
family. his motivation for learning it is obvious. like his readers, jos gazes with
longing at the imagined sepharad. and also like them, he feels nostalgia for the
reunion of a long-lost family. his desire to return to the language and culture of his
origin is reminiscent of the desires expressed by peninsulares throughout the
levant, in response to the specific problems that they faced in their attempts to
assert sephardi aspirations and identities. jos returns to salonica, where his mother
aida, and all the elders, await him, his home, and his ladino. the rest of the story
follows their reunion. 61 yet the end of the story is, as have been mentioned, a kind
of assimilation, as the protagonist hopes that his mother will not know that he is
from salonika. he even steps on a spanish passport to avoid the banal cetro that he
would have on his coat. thus, he would become a madrileño de corazon. she said
that with respect to you that ladino did not say anything good. but since i am in this
condition, and she is my mother, she did not understand completely, so i did not
bring any trouble to her.
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moreover, in an entire collection that includes the first spanish-language translation
of the bible (1868), translated by the brothers mascarías, pulido also translated

jewish biblical passages. 75 despite the fact that spanish-language translations of
the bible were already widespread by the end of the eighteenth century, pulido saw
the need to translate the bible in both spanish and ladino, the indigenous language
of the sephardi community. 76 the biblia en judeo (1876), published in madrid, is
the first jewish translation of the bible in a judeo-spanish dialect. this dichotomy
between the language spoken in the community of salonika and the language

learned in the alliance schools is also found in cuentos de un caballero de israel. [2]
it can be argued that in this text, prez-avellos protagonist uses an exile dialect of
judeo-spanish and not sephardic dialects, as he uses sephardic proverbs and the

language from the community of salonika. the use of a dialect rather than a
proverbs-based language is also explained by the fact that the author is not

addressing members of the sephardi community, but their children. 61 in this case,
the language of the community, ladino, is depicted as a positive trait in the
narrative. in this way, un muchacho sefard stands as a critical piece of the

sephardic imagination of the sephardic levant that helped shape the projection of
this sephardic-ladino world on to the world of today. yet, given the differences in
the ways that that sephardic levant has been imagined by the philo-sephardi and
sephardic diaspora movements, it is hard to say which version of sephardic levant

prez-avellos characters are depicting in un muchacho sefard. 5ec8ef588b
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